The Superpowers and the Middle East
four state farms in Iraq and also rendered assistance to research
in irrigation works, in training medical personnel and in the estab-
lishment of a medical college.63 In addition to Egypt and Iraq,
Moscow also provided assistance to Yemen,*4 and between 1955
and 1959, the total Soviet economic aid to these three countries
amounted to $696 million of which Egypt alone received $515
million. This was in addition to the aid provided for the construc-
tion of the Aswan Dam. Soviet objectives in providing assistance
to the countries of the Middle East were to convince them of the
peaceful character of her intentions., thereby encourage their "neu-
tralist" orientation; and to demonstrate to them that it had more
to offer than the West for their transition to a modem, industria-
lized society.
the field of culture and education
Apart from providing aid and assistance to the countries in the
Middle East, the Soviet Union has been also active in the educa-
tional and cultural fields. Of the Soviet cultural program, the bal-
let performances have received warm welcome in the Middle East-
ern countries. Moreover a number of countries in that region have
been stimulated by them to develop ballet troupes of their own,
turning to the Soviet Union for help and support. But Soviet films
have not met with the same kind of success. They are rarely seen
on local television or in commercial cinemas and Russian film
techniques have not exercised any influence on the local film
<®lbid., p. 207.
** Apart from economic assistance substantial military assistance was
also provided to Egypt, Syria, and Yemen during 1955-59, by the Soviet
bloc countries. Iraq also received military assistance after her withdrawal
from the Baghdad Pact. Till 1959, she had received Soviet bloc arms to
the extent of $120 million, while the UAR and Yemen received arms in
the amount of $443 million and $17 million respectively. Congressional
Record, 16n., p. 6347.
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